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Internet and communication technologies (ICT) impact on 
international trade

● Increased volume in international trade
● ICT usage/infrastructure as independent 

variables



ICT induced challenges on customs operations

● Challenge -- Fulfillment of the basic Customs postulates:

➢ Trade facilitation;
➢ Efficient revenue collection; 
➢ Society protection.

● Challenge -- Growing need of following the development of technological 
processes

“Customs’ modus operandi requires to be constantly on track with all the rapid changes in 
many different spheres starting from human behavior, habits, and lifestyle to technology 
usage in trade models and their development.”



Customs modernization

● Examples:
➔ Automated System for Customs Data (ASYCUDA) --

A software designed to administrate the customs 
process. 

➔ Single Window -- is a single-entry point for data

● Definition -- 
“The comprehensive streamlining of processes, formalities, procedures 
and documents handled by Customs, supported by an improved legal and 
regulatory framework, the optimal application of IT solutions, and the 
implementation of an improved human resource management policy.”

https://financial-dictionary.thefreedictionary.com/Customs


BDA potential 

“The potential of BDA comes as a result of the already existing 
data from daily operations, sensors, and existing software 
platforms. These activities generate unstructured data in high 
volume, velocity and variety”.



Big Data Analysis applications

➔ Government;
➔ Medicine;
➔ Cities Infrastructure.

“Big data is high-volume, high-velocity and 
high-variety information assets that demand 
cost-effective, innovative forms of information 
processing for enhanced insight and 
decision making”. (Gartner IT Glossary, n.d.)

Data as an asset



BDA Tools

● Machine Learning (ML) -- Field of study that allows computers the 
ability to learn without being explicitly programmed, Samuel (1959).

● How? By getting experience through data analysis.



Timeline

● Before 1950s -- Theoretical foundations.
● 1950s and 60s -- Machines play board games.
● 1970s and 80s -- Machines learn to talk and walk.
● 1990s and 2000s -- Enter Big Data (MNIST Database).
● 2010s -- Hardware evolution.

● How are customs affected? -- The radical technological 
development has lead to an enormous amount of Customs 
data which requires identification, extraction and analysis.



BDA in Customs

● PICARD 2019 --  approximately 15 presentations are about Big Data.
● Direct application examples include:

➔ Customs Risk management - Neural Networks;
➔ Monitoring Regional and Sectoral trade - Deep NN (TensorFlow);
➔ Fraud detection - SVM based supervised-learning;
➔ Detection of underpricing and evasion - Decision Tree and Random Forest.



Future implications and discussion

To address the challenges in BDA for Customs purposes we need 
to take into account for:

● Standard ML problems translated to Customs data -- 
Inference vs. prediction.

● Legal aspects -- 
➔ Privacy-preserving protection of data.
➔ Fairness of ML algorithms.

General question: Level of desired trade-off within the concepts of 
privacy and fairness.
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